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CMS Announces PROPOSED Rule for Physician 

Supervision of Therapeutic Outpatient Services—

Update from Compliance Alert 10-06 
 

On July 15, 2010 in the “Open Forum Hospital Update,” CMS clarified part of their 

proposed OPPS Proposed Rule of 2011 that will include updates to the Physician 

Supervision requirements.  This proposed rule will implement changes in the 

direct supervision requirements for all hospitals by adding a category of services 

called “Nonsurgical Extended Duration Therapeutic Services.” (Clarifications of 

the proposed changes will be finalized on August 3, 2010.) 

 

Background:  The previous announced final rule for 2010 required that direct 

physician supervision was required for all therapeutic outpatient services—

including observation, chemotherapy, and intravenous therapy treatments.   

After much pushback from hospitals—especially rural and CAH facilities—in 

March, 2010, CMS suspended enforcement of this rule for CAHS for 2010. They 

announced at that time, however, that CMS would be revisiting the issue for 

2011.  This proposed rule is the result of the CMS review. 

 

The proposed new rule will create a new class of procedures called 

“Nonsurgical Extended Duration Therapeutic Services” (NEDTS).  These 

procedures would require direct physician supervision upon initiation of the 

services but could transfer to “general supervision” (like the previous conditions 

of participation guidelines CAHs use) when the provider felt it was warranted 

and appropriate.  The period of initiation of the services would end when the 

patient is “sufficiently stable to transfer from direct supervision to general 

supervision…and “when the supervising physician or appropriate non-physician 

practitioner believes the remainder of the service scan be delivered safely 

under their general direction and control without their physical presence on the 

hospital campus or in the [provider based department] PBA.”  

 

The current proposed list of NEDTS is short—16 codes.  These codes include 

nonchem infusion, injection or observation.  Currently, NEDTS does NOT include 

chemotherapy.  CMS says it did not include chemotherapy because “…we 

believe that these services require the physician’s or non-physician practitioner’s 
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recurrent physical presence in order to evaluate the patient’s condition in the 

event it is necessary to redirect the service.”   

 

Besides the omission of chemotherapy, there is some thought that this 

“clarification” confuses the ordering and supervising physician.  There is also no 

clear guidance on what documentation CMS will accept to support 

“stabilization” warranting general supervision.   

 

Comments to the proposed rule must be received by August 31, 2010.    

   

 


